Consulting

Insight on Echocardiography: Learn
how to drill down into the data.

QUESTIONS ADDRESSED IN THIS ISSUE
• What is my volume of diagnostic Echo? Stress Echo?
• What is the downstream volume for the Echo lab from
New Patient visits?
• What has been the trend from year to year for Echo
and Stress Echo?
• Is there a correlation between New Patient Office Visits
& Consults and Echo, Stress Echo, or Nuclear SPECT?

MEASURES USED
• 1-1-3400 Outpatient – Echos
• 1-1-3500 Outpatient – Stress Echos
• 1-1-3300 Outpatient – Nuclear SPECT
• 1-4-0600 Percent of OP Echos to OP
Encounters excluding 99211
• 1-4-0700 Percent of OP Stress Echos to
OP Encounters excluding 99211

MEDAXCESS FEATURES USED
• Search Measures
• Trending
• Benchmarking
• Comparison

You have submitted your data to MedAxiom and want to benchmark how your Echo Lab is doing compared to
others in the MedAxiom community. There are several measures to choose from. Start by going to MedAxcess
and get to your benchmarking. Click on the “Measure Set” cogwheel on the left hand side. For an easy review of
the measures available, type in “echo” in the “Search All Measures” section. All the measures that have echo in
them will show up in the “Available Measures” section. From there you can pick and choose what you would
like to view. Use the + button to move the measure over to the measure list. Click the Apply measure set.

Insight on Echocardiography
Now go to the “Benchmarking” tab. It will pull the first measure up and show you where you are compared with those who have
submitted data. In this example, you can see the sample practice had 467 echos per practice designated physician. This is below
the 50% of 549, and could be due to patient mix, access or some other reason for not seeing a higher volume of new patients.

Click on the arrow next to “measures,” pull up the “Stress Echos." We find that this group does 129 stress echos per
designated physician, which is well above the 90% of 123 studies in the MedAxiom world.

Insight on Echocardiography
It might be helpful to look at trending and see how the practice is doing year over year. Pull up measure 1-4-0600 and 1-4-0700
on your selected measures list. The trending graph is just below the measure graph. Here are the trending graphs looking at
the measures over the duration of time the practice has been submitting data. It is interesting to note that the percent OP echo
volume to OP Encounters is showing a gradual decline for the average of all practices since 2016.

Looking at the average of all practices in the graph below the OP Stress Echo had a slight decline for the past three years. You
have to ask why the decrease in echo? Could this be due to the increase in the authorization process requirement? Or is this just a
variation of the national trend? Was there a physician who championed OP Echos who left the practice?

Insight on Echocardiography
Now let’s see if there is any correlation between the “New Patient Visits & Consults” and the studies that are done. Do this by
going back to the measure set, click on Book/Section, book 1, section 1 and place a check mark next to measure 1-1-1300. Also
add 1-1-3300, click apply measure set. Now click on Comparison tab at the top of the page. Click on the arrows to get the
“New Patient Office Visits & Consults” in the first graph. Then follow with the Nuclear SPECT, Echo, and Stress Echo in the
next three graphs. When you click on Q4, which is the top quartile, you will see the graph shows the correlating bars in the
three diagnostic tests. It appears there is a correlation in those who see more New Patients/Consults and the number of
Nuclear SPECT and Echos. The Stress Echos are all across the graph with less correlation.
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